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The charge and relative velocity distributions of forward emitted frag-
ments in the 22Ne + 9Be reaction at bombarding energy of 40 AMeV are
presented. Experimental results are compared with the quantum molecu-
lar dynamics (QMD) model taking into account in calculations the mean
field-like effects and the two-body scattering term. In the theoretical anal-
ysis a subsequent statistical decay of excited primary reaction products
following the QMD predictions is applied. The assumption of two sce-
narios responsible for production of forward emitted fragments results in
a good representation of the data suggesting a preferential contribution of
the mean field-like effects in production mechanism.

PACS numbers: 25.70.–z, 24.10.Cn

1. Introduction

Heavy ion reactions at intermediate energies, especially in the Fermi en-
ergy vicinity, are of considerable interest for studying the transitional phe-
nomena characteristic for this energy domain [1–4]. This domain has to
be seen as a region for which the high energy concepts (nucleon–nucleon
collisions) are downward extended and low energy ideas (a mean field ap-
proximation) are upward expanded. At energies less than 10–15AMeV for
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central collisions the complete fusion, corresponding to the total momen-
tum transfer, is observed. The peripheral and semi-peripheral collisions are
characterized by the presence of final fragments resulting from binary quasi
elastic and deep inelastic reactions, nuclei pass through each other keep-
ing a strong memory of their initial attributes. At bombarding energies
above ∼ 30AMeV the reaction mechanism would change drastically, the
processes familiar from below ∼ 10AMeV would disappear and new mech-
anisms would appear with rising importance according to the increment of
incoming energy. Fusion in the sense of complete amalgamation of the col-
liding nuclei has been found to fade away as a consequence of the increasing
inefficiency of the mean field to damp the relative motion of two reaction
partners. For intermediate energies a mean field approximation results in
system transparency, on the other hand the inclusion of two-body collisions
supports a creation of composite system (faster relaxation, reduction of nu-
cleus temperature, equilibration of configuration and momentum space due
to non equilibrium emission of nucleons and clusters). Moreover, in the
case of collision velocities close to or exceeding the Fermi velocity a nucleus
no longer reacts as a whole to each change resulting from the interaction.
A portion of nucleus mass may by removed from a nucleus or local heat-
ing or compression of a part of the nucleus may occur. Concluding, in a
description of heavy ion collisions at intermediate energy, mean field ef-
fects, known to be dominant below 10 AMeV, have to be supplemented by
nucleon–nucleon collisions, which prevail at higher energies. For the theo-
retical study of 22Ne(40AMeV)+9Be reaction the CHIMERA code [5], the
numerical realization of quantum molecular dynamics [6, 7], has been used.
The model belongs to the class of models [8–11] which links low [12–14]
and high energy [15–18] regimes, where the known reaction mechanisms are
completely different. The aim of our work is to recognize the contributions
of mechanisms corresponding to low and high energy domain in creation of
the forward emitted fragments in 22Ne + 9Be reaction in the vicinity of the
Fermi energy.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents briefly the experi-
mental set up, the short description of the model is outlined and the model
applicability in description and interpretation of the experimental data is
examined. The summary and conclusions are presented in Section 3.

2. Analysis

2.1. Experimental set up

The experiment was performed using 40 AMeV 22Ne beam from the
U-400M cyclotron installed at the Flerov Laboratory of Nuclear Reactions,
JINR Dubna. The beam was focused on the 14 mg/cm2 Be target placed
at the entrance of the double achromatic fragment separator COMBAS op-
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erating in the spectrometry regime. Forward emitted (θlab ≤ 2.5◦) products
from the 22Ne (40AMeV) +9Be reaction were separated, mass and charge
identified (3 ≤ Z ≤ 12, 6 ≤ A ≤ 25), and detected by the combination of the
magnetic rigidity and ∆E−E (∆E — 0.38mm, 3.5mm, E = 7.5mm silicon
detectors) methods. The details of experimental set-up and procedure are
presented in Refs. [19, 20].

2.2. Description of the applied model

The code CHIMERA (Code for Heavy Ion Medium Energy ReAction) [5]
being the numerical realization of the quantum molecular dynamics (QMD)
approach [6] has been used in the study of the 22Ne(40AMeV) + 9Be re-
action. In the QMD approach nucleons, each represented by Gaussians
with non-zero width in phase-space, evolve according to classical Hamilton
equations of motion under the force field generated by the sum of all the
nucleon–nucleon interactions (N -body dynamics). The interactions used in
this realization of QMD are approximated by the two- and three-body ef-
fective Skyrme interaction supplemented by the Coulomb potential and the
momentum dependent Pauli potential. Pauli potential plays an important
role during initialization of a cold nucleus preventing the existence of the
nucleons of the same kind too close in the phase-space. The mean field-like
dynamics is supplemented by the two-body collisions (hard scattering) in
the spirit of cascade calculations developed successfully for description of
relativistic heavy ion reactions. Monte Carlo procedure simulates the in-
fluence of the scattering term on the time evolution of the system. If the
spatial distance of two nucleons is less than the distance determined by the
free nucleon–nucleon cross-section they become candidates for scattering [4].
The energy-dependent free nucleon–nucleon cross-section is taken according
to Ref. [7], however, due to the Pauli blocking, the effective cross-section is
smaller. As a consequence of collision two particles can scatter elastically,
inelastic collisions are not taken into account. After dynamical evolution
a cluster search routine is applied. Each fragment is recognized using a min-
imum distance chain procedure. Then mass number, atomic number, posi-
tion, linear momentum, binding and excitation energy, spin of fragment are
calculated. At the end of the dynamical stage of the reaction the statistical
decay model is applied to make possible a comparison of experimental data
with theoretical predictions.

2.3. Results and discussion

2.3.1. Charge distribution

CHIMERA calculations were performed using the hard and soft equa-
tion of state (EoS). Dynamic calculations performed on an event-by-event
basis were stopped at t = 600 fm/c. The number of considered events was
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50 000 and the simulations were done in the full range of impact parameter
(b = 0÷6 fm, bdb weighted distribution). Taking into account that at the end
of the dynamical stage of the reaction the CHIMERA code produces frag-
ments not only in their ground states, the simulations were supplemented
by the statistical decay process. In the frame of the model the amount
of excitation energy and spin deposited in the fragments is determined, so
the application of the statistical decay model is possible. The code GEM-
INI [21] using the Monte Carlo technique follows the decay chains of hot
nuclei considering all possible binary partition from light particle emission
to symmetric division. The simulation of the statistical decay process pro-
ceeds until the final nucleus excitation energy forbids the further evaporation
and no more particles can be emitted.

In Fig. 1 the hybrid model (CHIMERA+GEMINI) predicted charge dis-
tribution of final cold products emitted at forward angles in comparison with
experimental results are presented. The yield of 22Ne products is excluded
from the analysis due to difficulties of the experimental separation the pro-
jectile and the ejectile. The studied results of simulations under hard EoS
assumption were extended to fragments appearing at θlab ≤ 5◦ to obtain
a sufficient statistics of model predictions for comparison with experimen-
tal data. A close investigation of the sensitivity of the model predictions
on the particular choice of the angular range taken into account showed
a week dependence for the ranges θlab ≤ 3◦, θlab ≤ 5◦, 2◦ ≤ θlab ≤ 7◦.
The findings that the broadening of angle interval or the shift of limits of
interval does not change the general character of model distributions and,
as a consequence, does not influence on the final remarks, may be drawn.
As is shown in Fig. 1 the normalization procedure realized by satisfactory
conformity of the model (dashed line) and measured (dots) distributions for

Fig. 1. The charge distribution of forward emitted fragments in the 22Ne(40 AMeV)

+9Be reaction. The dashed line represents results of CHIMERA+GEMINI calcu-

lations performed with collision term, the solid curve corresponds to the model

results with suppression of collisions, the symbols represent the experimental data.
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Zfrag ≤ 7 results in completely disagreement for Zfrag > 7. Similar results,
unable to proper description of the shape of experimentally obtained charge
distribution, were obtained in the case of soft EoS calculations. In the face
of completely defeat of applied procedure the calculation was repeated as-
suming the exclusion of two-body collisions (only the mean field-like effects
are taken into account in phase-space time evolution in QMD approach).
As is presented in Fig. 1. the exclusion of collision term from calculations
assuming the hard EoS, leads to satisfactory agreement of the model results
(solid line) with experimentally obtained charge distribution (dots). It must
be pointed out that the agreement is attained only for Zfrag ≤ Zproj. The
mean field-like effects are not strong enough to hold the system together and
to form the composite system, hence the complete/incomplete fusion is not
achieved resulting in the absence of fragments with Z > Zproj. The inclusion
of collision term in QMD calculations produces the fragments with Z = 11,
12, 13 although due to the efficiency of nucleon–nucleon collisions in con-
version the energy into the heat these fragments are excited and undergo a
statistical decay. Primary fragments with Z = 12, 13 do not survive, feeding
the lower region of Z-distribution, cold products with Z = 11 occur finally in
the charge distribution although the theoretical yield is considerably reduced
in relation to the experimental one.

Concluding, the choice of applied EoS type (hard/soft) does not influ-
ence on the shape of charge distribution in the case when the mean field-like
effects and the collision term is taken into account in simulations. It points
to the prevailing role of two-body effects in construction of the final nucleon
phase-space, the form of the interaction potentials is of a second rank. On
the other hand, the mean field-like effects without collision term produce
completely different charge distributions under assumption of the hard and
soft EoS. The choice of hard EoS and the mean field-like effects alone re-
produces the experimental charge distribution in the region of Zfrag ≤ Zproj

rather well. So, in the first approximation in preliminary analysis we may
conclude carefully that the forward emitted fragments with Z ≤ 10 in the
22Ne(40AMeV)+9Be reaction are produced at most by the mechanism ade-
quate to the low energy regime where two-body collisions are forbidden.

2.3.2. Velocity spectra

In the experiment the velocities of isotopes of fragments with Z = 3÷10
emitted at forward angles were measured. According to the considerations
presented in the previous section the experimentally obtained relative veloc-
ity spectra of strongest abundant isotopes have been compared with model
predictions under assumptions of hard EoS and absence of the collision term.
The bottom and upper limits of the experimentally obtained spectra of rel-
ative velocities, vrel, were 0.55 and 1.3, respectively, although the ranges
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of distributions are correlated with Zfrag. With increasing fragment charge
number the increment of lower limit of vrel is observed. The character of ex-
perimental spectra is also dependent on fragment charge number, for lightest
nuclei the distributions are roughly flat in the full range, while with increase
of Z the bump spread in the vicinity of velocity corresponding to projectile
velocity grows in strength. The model predicted distributions are tightened
significantly in relation to the experimentally obtained results reaching the
bottom limit at the value of 0.7, 0.8, depending on considered isotope, how-
ever the positions of experimentally obtained maxima of the distributions
are followed roughly by theoretical ones. It is a consequence of switching
off the collision term, the inefficiency of the mean field-like effects to dump
the relative motion of two reaction partners is manifested in the bottom
limit of calculated vrel value. The nucleon–nucleon scattering may cause a
stronger phase-space rearrangement resulting in a variation of initial phys-
ical features [7, 9, 22]. The inclusion of the two-body term in QMD calcu-
lations is expected to change the fragment velocity in relation to projectile
velocity. The model velocity distributions obtained from calculations taking
into account the mean field-like and the scattering term are characterized
by a significant shift of the maximum positions and a shift of the distri-
bution limits toward lower values in relation to the results obtained from
the mean field-like effects calculations. The results of simulations performed
under assumption of inclusion and exclusion of the collision term allowed to
obtain a satisfactory description of high and low part of velocity spectra,
respectively. It must be pointed out that for the correct description of the
experimental velocity spectra by the model predictions the contributions cor-
responding to the mean field-like processes and the mean field-like processes
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Fig. 2. Relative velocity distributions of 12C, 14N, 16O and 18F. The dashed and

solid lines represent the model calculations performed under assumption of inclusion

and exclusion of collision term, respectively. Experimental data are represented by

symbols.
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supplemented by the collision term are not equally weighted. The relative
contributions were determined by comparison of model predicted and mea-
sured velocity spectra for 12C, 14N, 16O, 18F (the most abundant isotopes
with charge number not far from the projectile charge). The contribution
of dissipative part occurred to be significantly suppressed (by a factor equal
to 0.23) respecting the non-dissipative, high velocity part. As is seen in
Fig. 2 an idea of two kinds of mechanisms responsible for production of for-
ward emitted fragments results in a well description of measured velocity
spectra by model predictions. Obtained in this way the values of scaling
factors were used for construction of velocity distribution for all isotopes
under consideration. The results of analysis are presented in Figs. 3, 4.
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Fig. 3. Relative velocity distributions of fragments with Z = 3–6 resulting from

CHIMERA+GEMINI calculations. Panels present the distributions for Li, Be,

B, C isotopes. Symbols represent the experimental data, results of calculations

with and without collision term are represented by the dashed and solid curve,

respectively. Multiplication factors have been used to clarify the figures.
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Fig. 4. Same as Fig. 3 for fragments with Z = 7–10 (N, O, F, Ne).
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The description turns out rather well, although we may state that:

• for light fragments with A = 2Z (Li, B) the model description of
experimental data occurs to be of the similar quality as for heavier
fragments,

• using the factors determined for most abundant C, N, O, F isotopes, for
7Li, 10Be, 18O, 20F, 21Ne the velocity distributions are underestimated,
indicating on the inadequate model predictions of neutron rich isotope
production. The shapes of calculated spectra follow the experimental
results manifesting the same strengths of respective reaction scenarios
as obtained for isotopes with A = 2Z,

• for 19F, 20Ne the low velocity contribution corresponding to the mean
field-like and collision term calculations obtained on the ground of the
fitting procedure described above occurs to be insufficient. On the
other hand in the case of 11C, 14C, 15N, 16N the shapes of measured
velocity spectra indicate on the stronger than predicted role of pure
mean field-like effects in production of these fragments,

• the model is unable to describe the part of measured velocity spectra
in the range exceeding the projectile velocity (vrel > 1.05, 1.1).

In the face of the correctness of the concept of two separate reaction
scenarios responsible for the production of forward emitted fragments man-
ifested in satisfactory model description of velocity spectra we have consid-
ered how this idea operates in the description of charge distribution. Because
of ∼ 20% contribution of one- and two-body effects and ∼ 80% mean field-
like contribution the modification of charge distribution obtained under as-
sumption of pure mean field-like effects, reproducing the experimental data
rather well, is expected to be of no great importance. So, the comparison
of model results with experimental relative velocity distributions indicates
that at least two scenarios of reaction are responsible for production of for-
ward emitted fragments in 22Ne(40AMeV) + 9Be collisions. Calculations
performed under assumption of absence of the scattering term, adequate for
low energy regime, describe satisfactory measured charge distributions, on
the other hand the simulations are unable to give a proper reproduction
of the velocity spectra. To generate the velocities significantly reduced in
respect of the projectile velocity the assumption of the other additional reac-
tion picture is indispensable. The introduction of two-body effects involves
that (i) the strength of the mean field effects is reduced by the collision term
playing an essential role, (ii) in each nucleon–nucleon collision due to its ran-
dom character the memory of the system is gradually lost resulting among
other in energy damping. The low velocity tail is an indication of this energy
dissipation. By comparison of experimental and theoretical velocity spectra
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the contribution from one- and two-body picture has been estimated to be
about four times weaker than the part corresponding to mean field-like sce-
nario. Although it was found that there are isotopes (19F, 20Ne), for which
the proper description of the data requires the significant intensification of
one- and two-body contribution in relation to the mean field-like part.

Our remarks concerning the leading role of the mean field-like effects are
justified by the results obtained in the study of the forward emitted frag-
ments in 18O(35AMeV) + 9Be(181Ta) reactions [23]. Although the QMD
approach taking into account mean field-like + two-body effects has pre-
dicted the charge distributions of fragments rather well, the comparison
of theoretically and experimentally obtained velocity spectra demonstrates
that the calculation procedure was not able to generate a proper description
of velocity distributions. The high velocity part observed in experimental
data for all analyzed fragments, not predicted by the model calculations, in-
dicates the significant contribution of pure one-body mechanism in forward
emitted fragment production.

3. Summary and conclusions

A hybrid model based on quantum molecular dynamics and statisti-
cal decay procedure was used for description of experimentally obtained
charge and isotopic velocity distributions of forward emitted fragments in
22Ne(40AMeV)+9Be reaction. In the intermediate energy domain defined
by bombarding energies between 15 and 100 MeV per nucleon the processes
observed at low energies, dominated by mean field considerations, and at
high energy reactions, for which nucleon–nucleon collisions play an impor-
tant role, are expected. We found that the essential concept of quantum
molecular dynamics model taking into account as well the mean field-like
effects as the nucleon–nucleon collision term fails in reproduction of our
data. The model is not able to describe properly the fragment charge
and isotope relative velocity distributions. The results of calculations con-
tribute only to the low part of velocity distributions. It illustrates the strong
role played by the scattering term; even a relatively small number of colli-
sions is enough to diminish significantly the fragment velocity. Our remarks
meet the previous observations obtained for 18O(35AMeV)+9Be(181Ta) re-
actions [23]. The model reproduces the experimental charge distribution
for 22Ne(40AMeV)+9Be reaction rather well when the artificial exclusion of
the collision term is applied. Because the results of calculations using mean
field models and quantum molecular dynamics model with blocked nucleon–
nucleon collisions were found to be very similar [6, 24], it is expected that
this form of QMD mimics the mean field approaches. Results of model sim-
ulations performed under assumption of collision term exclusion reproduce
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quite well the high velocity part of vrel distribution. On the other hand,
the velocities corresponding to the dissipative processes are not predicted
by the model calculations. The conclusion that can be drawn is that two
scenarios responsible for production of measured fragments have to be taken
into account. The comparison of model predictions with experimental data
indicates that the forward emitted fragments are produced in a way charac-
teristic to low energy regime (pure mean field-like effects) as well as in one-
and two-body processes corresponding to intermediate energy domain. The
analysis allows to draw the conclusions about the leading role of the mean
field-like effects in production of forward emitted fragments. The application
of the model shows that the charge and velocity distributions can be reason-
ably well reproduced by the model simulations taking into account about
80% and 20% contributions of pure one-body and mean field-like + two-body
term scenarios, respectively. The fragment velocities exceeding meaningly
the projectile velocity are not predicted by the model calculations. Typical
quasi-elastic processes for low energy regime like a direct cluster transfer
may remove from the projectile nucleus nucleons with intrinsic Fermi veloc-
ity antialigned to the beam direction, leaving the final fragment in the state
characterized by a velocity exceeding the projectile velocity. QMD approach
treats the nuclear object like a set of individual nucleons which positions and
linear momenta propagate according to classical equation of motion under
the influence of the field created by the others nucleons optionally inter-
acting via two-body effects. For the mean field-like as well as for mean
field-like plus collision term treatments the excitation energy of recognized
cluster obtained in the QMD calculations is high enough for the statistical
evaporation of nucleon(s) calculated by means of GEMINI code. It seems
that QMD simulations generally predict too high excitation energies of the
primary fragments, regardless of the mean field-like or mean field-like plus
collision term methods applied in calculations. So, the processes of direct
removal of a few nucleons, treated as a complex system, leaving the final
objects nearly cold, are beyond the limits of QMD approach.
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